Now, this rare gem is receiving a first-ever scrupulous restoration, thanks to a group of students who’ve spent the past year patiently coaxing a priceless artifact back to life—each strange warble and beep that comes online the sound of a groundbreaking piece of technology inspiring a new generation of engineers.

“In any discipline, whether it be engineering or music or whatever, history is very important,” says William Mauro, a senior majoring in electrical engineering. “We want to make sure that we do everything very precisely and very accurately.”

The restoration project was sparked when Dobkin approached CMC director Brad Garton about her hopes to bring the Buchla back into service. Garton had previously reached to Electrical Engineering Senior Lecturer David Vallancourt about possible collaborations; the latter quickly assembled an interdisciplinary team with the necessary skills. Along with Mauro and Dobkin, that team includes Luis Collado, a junior studying electrical engineering; James Kolsby, a student preparing for a career in the music industry; and Fernando Pascual, a senior studying mechanical engineering.

Among the first voltage-controlled modular electronic music systems ever created, the series of midcentury synthesizers designed by engineer Don Buchla are unique in the annals of music history. The often distinctively atonal noises emanating from these square wooden cabinets have been likened to music from outer space, a chirping forest, or the future, circa 1965. But lately, the specific Buchla archived at Columbia’s Computer Music Center (CMC) couldn’t even make a peep.
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The synthesizer contains components originally soldered together by inventor Don Buchla himself. The various modules had to be individually cleaned and restored. Once the restoration is complete, the group will conduct a full circuit analysis.

Top: Mauro and computer science major James Kolsby cleaning knobs. Bottom: Electrical engineering student Luis Collado picked up conservation techniques while working in an instrument repair shop.
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